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Abstract

Essay 73. Topic: Is image more powerful
than the written word?

Context is crucial for identifying argumentative relations in text, but many argument
mining methods make little use of contextual features. This paper presents contextaware argumentative relation mining that
uses features extracted from writing topics as well as from windows of context
sentences. Experiments on student essays
demonstrate that the proposed features improve predictive performance in two argumentative relation classification tasks.

1

...(1) Hence, I agree only to certain degree that in today’s world, image serves
as a more effective means of communication[M ajorClaim] .
(2) Firstly,

pictures can influence the way
people think[Claim] . (3) For example, nowadays horrendous images are displayed on
the cigarette boxes to illustrate the consequences of smoking[P remise] . (4) As a
result, statistics show a slight reduction
in the number of smokers, indicating that
they realize the effects of the negative
habit[P remise] ...

Introduction

By supporting tasks such as automatically identifying argument components1 (e.g., premises,
claims) in text, and the argumentative relations
(e.g., support, attack) between components, argument (argumentation) mining has been studied
for applications in different research fields such
as document summarization (Teufel and Moens,
2002), opinion mining (Boltužić and Šnajder,
2014), automated essay evaluation (Burstein et
al., 2003), legal information systems (Palau and
Moens, 2009), and policy modeling platforms
(Florou et al., 2013).
Given a pair of argument components with one
component as the source and the other as the target, argumentative relation mining involves determining whether a relation holds from the source to
the target, and classifying the argumentative function of the relation (e.g., support vs. attack). Ar1

There is no consensus yet on an annotation scheme for
argument components, or on the minimal textual units to be
annotated. We follow Peldszus and Stede (2013) and consider “argument mining as the automatic discovery of an argumentative text portion, and the identification of the relevant
components of the argument presented there.” We also borrow their term “argumentative discourse unit” to refer to the
textual units (e.g., text segment, sentence, clause) which are
considered as argument components.

Figure 1: Excerpt from a student persuasive essay
(Stab and Gurevych, 2014a). Sentences are numbered and argument components are tagged.

gumentative relation mining - beyond argument
component mining - is perceived as an essential
step towards more fully identifying the argumentative structure of a text (Peldszus and Stede, 2013;
Sergeant, 2013; Stab et al., 2014). Consider the
second paragraph shown in Figure 1. Only detecting the argument components (a claim in sentence
2 and two premises in sentences 3 and 4) does not
give a complete picture of the argumentation. By
looking for relations between these components,
one can also see that the two premises together justify the claim. The argumentation structure of the
text in Figure 1 is illustrated in Figure 2.
Our current study proposes a novel approach
for argumentative relation mining that makes use
of contextual features extracted from surrounding sentences of source and target components as
well as from topic information of the writings.
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Prior argumentative relation mining studies have
often used features extracted from argument components to model different aspects of the relations
between the components, e.g., relative distance,
word pairs, semantic similarity, textual entailment
(Cabrio and Villata, 2012; Stab and Gurevych,
2014b; Boltužić and Šnajder, 2014; Peldszus and
Stede, 2015b). Features extracted from the text
surrounding the components have been less explored, e.g., using words and their part-of-speech
from adjacent sentences (Peldszus, 2014). The
first hypothesis investigated in this paper is that the
discourse relations of argument components with
adjacent sentences (called context windows in this
study, a formal definition is given in §5.3) can help
characterize the argumentative relations that connect pairs of argument components. Reconsidering the example in Figure 1, without knowing the
content “horrendous images are displayed on the
cigarette boxes” in sentence 3, one cannot easily
tell that “reduction in the number of smokers” in
sentence 4 supports the “pictures can influence”
claim in sentence 2. We expect that such content
relatedness can be revealed from a discourse analysis, e.g., the appearance of a discourse connective
“As a result”.
While topic information in many writing genres (e.g., scientific publications, Wikipedia articles, student essays) has been used to create features for argument component mining (Teufel and
Moens, 2002; Levy et al., 2014; Nguyen and Litman, 2015), topic-based features have been less
explored for argumentative relation mining. The
second hypothesis investigated in this paper is that
features based on topic context also provide useful
information for improving argumentative relation
mining. In the excerpt below, knowing that ‘online
game’ and ‘computer’ are topically related might
help a model decide that the claim in sentence 1
supports the claim in sentence 2:
(1) People who are addicted to games,
especially online games, can eventually
bear dangerous consequences[Claim] .
(2) Although it is undeniable that computer is

a crucial part of human life[P remise] , it still
has its bad side[M ajorClaim] .2
Motivated by the discussion above, we propose
context-aware argumentative relation mining – a
novel approach that makes use of contextual fea2
In this excerpt, the Premise was annotated as an attack to
the MajorClaim in sentence 2.

MajorClaim(1)
Support

Claim(2)
Support

Premise(3)

Support

Support

Premise(4)

Figure 2: Structure of the argumentation in the excerpt. Relations are illustrated accordingly to the
annotation provided in the corpus. Premises 3 and
4 were annotated for separate relations to Claim 2.
Our visualization should not mislead that the two
premises are linked or convergent.
tures that are extracted by exploiting context sentence windows and writing topic to improve relation prediction. In particular, we derive features
using discourse relations between argument components and windows of their surrounding sentences. We also derive features using an argument
and domain word lexicon automatically created by
post-processing an essay’s topic model. Experimental results show that our proposed contextual
features help significantly improve performance in
two argumentative relation classification tasks.

2

Related Work

Unlike argument component identification where
textual inputs are typically sentences or clauses
(Moens et al., 2007; Stab and Gurevych, 2014b;
Levy et al., 2014; Lippi and Torroni, 2015), textual inputs of argumentative relation mining vary
from clauses (Stab and Gurevych, 2014b; Peldszus, 2014) to multiple-sentences (Biran and Rambow, 2011; Cabrio and Villata, 2012; Boltužić and
Šnajder, 2014). Studying claim justification between user comments, Biran and Rambow (2011)
proposed that the argumentation in justification of
a claim can be characterized with discourse structure in the justification. They however only considered discourse markers but not discourse relations. Cabrio et al. (2013) conducted a corpus analysis and found certain similarity between
Penn Discourse TreeBank relations (Prasad et al.,
2008) and argumentation schemes (Walton et al.,
2008). However they did not discuss how such
similarity could be applied to argument mining.
Motivated by these findings, we propose to
use features extracted from discourse relations be-
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tween sentences for argumentative relation mining. Moreover, to enable discourse relation
features when the textual inputs are only sentences/clauses, we group the inputs with their context sentences. Qazvinian and Radev (2010) used
the term “context sentence” to refer to sentences
surrounding a citation that contained information
about the cited source but did not explicitly cite it.
In our study, we only require that the context sentences of an argument component must be in the
same paragraph and adjacent to the component.
Prior work in argumentative relation mining has
used argument component labels to provide constraints during relation identification. For example, when an annotation scheme (e.g., (Peldszus
and Stede, 2013; Stab and Gurevych, 2014a)) does
not allow relations from claim to premise, no relations are inferred during relation mining for any
argument component pair where the source is a
claim and the target is a premise. In our work,
we follow Stab and Gurevych (2014b) and use the
predicted labels of argument components as features during argumentative relation mining. We,
however, take advantage of an enhanced argument
component model (Nguyen and Litman, 2016) to
obtain more reliable argument component labels
than in (Stab and Gurevych, 2014b).
Argument mining research has studied different data-driven approaches for separating organizational content (shell) from topical content
to improve argument component identification,
e.g., supervised sequence model (Madnani et al.,
2012), unsupervised probabilistic topic models
(Séaghdha and Teufel, 2014; Du et al., 2014).
Nguyen and Litman (2015) post-processed LDA
(Blei et al., 2003) output to extract a lexicon of argument and domain words from development data.
Their semi-supervised approach exploits the topic
context through essay titles to guide the extraction.
Finally, prior research has explored predicting different argumentative relationship labels between pairs of argument components, e.g., attachment (Peldszus and Stede, 2015a), support vs.
non-support (Biran and Rambow, 2011; Cabrio
and Villata, 2012; Stab and Gurevych, 2014b),
{implicit, explicit}×{support, attack} (Boltužić
and Šnajder, 2014), verifiability of support (Park
and Cardie, 2014). Our experiments use two such
argumentative relation classification tasks (Support vs. Non-support, Support vs. Attack) to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed features.

3

Persuasive Essay Corpus

Stab and Gurevych (2014a) compiled the Persuasive Essay Corpus consisting of 90 student argumentative essays and made it publicly available.3
Because the corpus has been utilized for different argument mining tasks (Stab and Gurevych,
2014b; Nguyen and Litman, 2015; Nguyen and
Litman, 2016), we use this corpus to demonstrate
our context-aware argumentative relation mining
approach, and adapt the model developed by Stab
and Gurevych (2014b) to serve as the baseline for
evaluating our proposed approach.
Three experts identified possible argument
components of three types within each sentence in
the corpus (MajorClaim - writer’s stance toward
the writing topic, Claim - controversial statements
that support or attack MajorClaim, and Premise evidence used to underpin the validity of Claim),
and also connected the argument components using two argumentative relations (Support and Attack). According to the annotation manual, each
essay has exactly one MajorClaim. A sentence
can have one or more argument components (Argumentative sentences). Sentences that do not
contain any argument component are labeled Nonargumentative. Figure 1 shows an example essay
with components annotated, and Figure 2 illustrates relations between those components. Argumentative relations are directed and can hold between a Premise and another Premise, a Premise
and a (Major-) Claim, or a Claim and a MajorClaim. Except for the relation from Claim to
MajorClaim, an argumentative relation does not
cross paragraph boundaries. The three experts
achieved inter-rater accuracy 0.88 for component
labels and Krippendorff’s αU 0.72 for component
boundaries. Given the annotated argument components, the three experts obtained Krippendorff’s
α 0.81 for relation labels. The number of relations
are shown in Table 1.

4

Argumentative Relation Tasks

4.1

Task 1: Support vs. Non-support

Our first task follows (Stab and Gurevych, 2014b):
given a pair of source and target argument components, identify whether the source argumentatively supports the target or not. Note that when
a support relation does not hold, the source may
attack or has no relation with the target compo-
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Label
Within-paragraph constraint
Support
Attack
No paragraph constraint
Support
Attack

#instances
989
103
1312
161

Table 1: Data statistics of the corpus.
nent. For each of two argument components in
the same paragraph4 , we form two pairs (i.e., reversing source and target). In total we obtain 6330
pairs, in which 989 (15.6%) have Support relation.
Among 5341 Non-support pairs, 103 have Attack
relation and 5238 are no-relation pairs.
Stab and Gurevych (2014b) split the corpus into
an 80% training set and a 20% test set which have
similar label distributions. We use this split to train
and test our proposed models, and directly compare our models’ performance to the reported performance in (Stab and Gurevych, 2014b).
4.2

Task 2: Support vs. Attack

To further evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we conduct an additional task that classifies an argumentative relation as Support or Attack. For this task, we assume that the relation
(i.e., attachment (Peldszus, 2014)) between two
components is given, and aim at identifying the
argumentative function of the relation. Because
we remove the paragraph constraint in this task,
we obtain more Support relations than in Task 1.
As shown in Table 1, of the total 1473 relations,
we have 1312 (89%) Support and 161 (11%) Attack relations. Because this task was not studied
in (Stab and Gurevych, 2014b), we adapt Stab and
Gurevych’s model to use as the baseline.

5

Argumentative Relation Models

5.1

Baseline

We adapt (Stab and Gurevych, 2014b) to use as
a baseline for evaluating our approach. Given a
pair of argument components, we follow (Stab and
Gurevych, 2014b) by first extracting 3 feature sets:
structural (e.g., word counts, sentence position),
lexical (e.g., word pairs, first words), and grammatical production rules (e.g., S→NP,VP).
4

Allowing cross-paragraph relations exponentially increases the number of no-relation pairs, which makes the prediction data extremely skewed (Stab and Gurevych, 2014b).

Because a sentence may have more than one argument component, the relative component positions might provide useful information (Peldszus,
2014). Thus, we also include 8 new component
position features: whether the source and target
components are the whole sentences or the beginning/end components of the sentences; if the
source is before or after the target component; and
the absolute difference of their positions.
Stab and Gurevych (2014b) used a 55-discourse
marker set to extract indicator features. We expand their discourse maker set by combining them
with a 298-discourse marker set developed in (Biran and Rambow, 2011). We expect the expanded
set of discourse markers will represent better possible discourse relations in the texts.
Stab and Gurevych (2014b) used predicted label
of argument components as features for both training and testing their argumentation structure identification model.5 As their predicted labels are not
available to us, we adapt this feature set by using
the argument component model in (Nguyen and
Litman, 2016) which was shown to outperform the
corresponding model of Stab and Gurevych.
For later presentation purposes, we name the
set of all features from this section except word
pairs and production rules as the common features. While word pairs and grammatical production rules were the most predictive features in
(Stab and Gurevych, 2014b), we hypothesize that
this large and sparse feature space may have negative impact on model robustness (Nguyen and Litman, 2015). Most of our proposed models replace word pairs and production rules with different combinations of new contextual features.
5.2

Topic-context Model

Our first proposed model (T OPIC) makes use of
Topic-context features derived from a lexicon of
argument and domain words for persuasive essays
(Nguyen and Litman, 2015). Argument words
(e.g., ‘believe’, ‘opinion’) signal the argumentative content and are commonly used across different topics. In contrast, domain words are specific
terminologies commonly used within the topic
(e.g., ‘art’, ‘education’). The authors first use
5
Stab and Gurevych (2014b) reported that including goldstandard labels of argument component in both training and
testing phases yielded results close to human performance.
Our preliminary experiment showed that including goldstandard argument component labels in training did not help
when predicted labels were used in the test set.
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topic prompts in development data of unannotated
persuasive essays to semi-automatically collect argument and domain seed words. In particular, they
used 10 argument seed words: agree, disagree,
reason, support, advantage, disadvantage, think,
conclusion, result, opinion. Domain seed words
are those in the topic prompts but not argument
seed words or stop words. The seeds words are
then used to supervise an automated extraction of
argument and domain words from output of LDA
topic model (Blei et al., 2003) on the development data. The extracted lexicon consists of 263
(stemmed) argument words and 1806 (stemmed)
domain words mapped to 36 LDA topics.6 All argument words are from a single LDA topic while a
domain word can map to multiple LDA topics (except the topic of argument words). Using the lexicon, we extract the following Topic-context features:
Argument word: from all word pairs extracted
from the source and target components, we remove those that have at least one word not in the
argument word list. Each argument word pair defines a boolean feature indicating its presence in
the argument component pair. We also include
each argument word of the source and target components as a boolean feature which is true if the
word is present in the corresponding component.
We count number of common argument words, the
absolute difference in number of argument words
between source and target components.
Domain word count: to measure the topic similarity between the source and target components,
we calculate number of common domain words,
number of pairs of two domain words that share
an LDA topic, number of pairs that share no LDA
topic, and the absolute difference in number of domain words between the two components.
Non-domain MainVerb-Subject dependency:
we extract MainVerb-Subject dependency triples,
e.g., nsubj(belive, I), from the source and target
components, and filter out triples that involve domain words. We model each extracted triple as a
boolean feature which is true if the corresponding
argument component has the triple.
Finally, we include the common feature set.
To illustrate the Topic-context features, consider the following source and target components.
Argument words are in boldface, and domain
6
An LDA topic is simply represented by a number, and
should not be misunderstood with essay topics.

words are in italic.
Essay 54. Topic: museum and art gallery
will disappear soon?
Source: more and more people can watch
exhibitions through television or internet at
home due to modern technology[P remise]
Target: some people think museums and
art galleries will disappear soon[Claim]
An argument word pair is people-think. There
are 35 pairs of domain words. A pair of two domain words that share an LDA topic is exhibitionsart. A pair of two domain words that do not share
any LDA topic is internet-galleries.
5.3

Window-context Model

Our second proposed model (W INDOW) extracts
features from discourse relations and common
words between context sentences in the context
windows of the source and target components.
Definition. Context window of an argument component is a text segment formed by neighboring
sentences and the covering sentence of the component. The neighboring sentences are called context sentences, and must be in the same paragraph
with the component.
In this study, context windows are determined
using window-size heuristics.7 Given a windowsize n, we form a context window by grouping the
covering sentence with at most n adjacently preceding and n adjacently following sentences that
must be in the same paragraph.
To minimize noise in feature space, we require that context windows of the source and target components must be mutually exclusive. Biran and Rambow (2011) observed that the relation between a source argument and a target
argument is usually instantiated by some elaboration/justification provided in a support of the
source argument. Therefore we prioritize the context window of source component when it overlaps
with the target context window. Particularly, we
keep overlapping context sentences in the source
window, and remove them from the target window. For example, with window-size 1, context
windows of the Claim in sentence 2 in Figure 1
and the Premise in sentence 4 overlap at sentence
3. When the Claim is set as source component, its
7
Due to the paragraph constraint and window overlapping, window-size does not indicate the actual context window size. However, window-size tells what the maximum
size a window can have.
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TOPIC
Common features

BASELINE

COMBINED

Topic context features

Common features

Common features
Word pairs + Production rules

Topic context features +
Window context features

WINDOW

FULL
Common features
Topic context features +
Window context features +
Word pairs + Production rules

Common features
Window context features

Figure 3: Features used in different models. Feature change across models are denoted by connectors.
context window includes sentences {2, 3}, and the
Premise as a target has context window with only
sentence 4. We extract three Window-context
feature sets from the context windows:
Common word: as common word counts between adjacent sentences were shown useful for
argument mining (Nguyen and Litman, 2016), we
count common words between the covering sentence with preceding context sentences, and with
following context sentences, for source and target
components.
Discourse relation: for both source and target components, we extract discourse relations
between context sentences, and within the covering sentence. We also extract discourse relations between each pair of source context sentence and target context sentence. Each relation
defines a boolean feature. We extract both Penn
Discourse Treebank (PDTB) relations (Prasad et
al., 2008) and Rhetorical Structure Theory Discourse Treebank (RST-DTB) relations (Carlson
et al., 2001) using publicly available discourse
parsers (Ji and Eisenstein, 2014; Wang and Lan,
2015). Each PDTB relation has sense label defined in a 3-layered (class, type, subtype), e.g.,
CONTINGENCY.Cause.result. While there are
only four semantic class labels at the class-level
which may not cover well different aspects of argumentative relation, subtype-level output is not
available given the discourse parser we use. Thus,
we use relations at type-level as features. For RSTDTB relations, we use only relation labels, but ignore the nucleus and satellite labels of components
as they do not provide more information given
the component order in the pair. Because temporal relations were shown not helpful for argument
mining tasks (Biran and Rambow, 2011; Stab and
Gurevych, 2014b), we exclude them here.
Discourse marker: while the baseline model
only considers discourse markers within the argument components, we define a boolean feature

for each discourse marker classifying whether the
marker is present before the covering sentence of
the source and target components or not. This implementation aims to characterize the discourse of
the preceding and following text segments of each
argument component separately.
Finally, we include the common feature set.
5.4

Combined Model

While Window-context features are extracted
from surrounding text of the argument components, which exploits the local context, the
Topic-context features are an abstraction of topicdependent information, e.g., domain words are defined within the context of topic domain (Nguyen
and Litman, 2015), and thus make use of the
global context of the topic domain. We believe
that local and global context information represent complementary aspects of the relation between argument components. Thus, we expect
to achieve the best performance by combining
Window-context and Topic-context models.
5.5

Full Model

Finally, the F ULL model includes all features in
BASELINE and C OMBINED models. That is, the
F ULL model is the C OMBINED model plus word
pairs and production rules. A summary of all models is shown in Figure 3.

6
6.1

Experiments
Task 1: Support vs. Non-support

Tuning Window-size Parameter
Because our W INDOW model uses a windowsize parameter to form context windows of the
source and target argument components, we investigate how the window-size of the context window impacts the prediction performance of the
Window-context features. We set up a model with
only Window-context features and determine the
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Accuracy
Kappa
Macro F1
Macro Precision
Macro Recall
F1:Support
F1:Non-support

R EPORTED
0.863
–
0.722
0.739
0.705
0.519
0.920

BASELINE
0.869
0.445
0.722
0.758
0.699
0.519
0.925

T OPIC
0.857
0.407
0.703
0.728
0.685
0.488
0.917

W INDOW
0.857
0.449
0.724
0.729
0.720
0.533
0.916*

C OMBINED
0.870
0.507*
0.753*
0.754
0.752*
0.583*
0.923

F ULL
0.877
0.481
0.739
0.777
0.715
0.550
0.929

Table 2: Support vs. Non-support classification performances on test set. Best values are in bold. Values
smaller than baseline are underlined. * indicates significantly different from the baseline (p < 0.05).
Performance on Test Set

F1 score of Window-context Features
0.7
0.69
0.68
0.67
0.66
0.65
0.64
0.63
0.62
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Window-size

Figure 4: Performance of Window-context feature
set by window-size.

window-size in range [0, 8]8 that yields the best
F1 score in 10-fold cross validation. We use the
training set as determined in (Stab and Gurevych,
2014b) to train/test9 the models using LibLINEAR
algorithm (Fan et al., 2008) without parameter or
feature optimization. Cross-validations are conducted using Weka (Hall et al., 2009). We use
Stanford parser (Klein and Manning, 2003) to perform text processing. As shown in Figure 4, while
increasing the window-size from 2 to 3 improves
performance (significantly), using window-sizes
greater than 3 does not gain further improvement.
We hypothesize that after a certain limit, larger
context windows will produce more noise than
helpful information for the prediction. Therefore,
we set the window-size to 3 in all of our experiments involving Window-context model (all with
a separate test set).
8
Windows-size 0 means covering sentence is the only
context sentence. We experimented with not using context
sentence at all and obtained worse performance. Our data
does not have context window with window-size 9 or larger.
9
Note that via cross validation, in each fold some of our
training set serves as a development set.

We train all models using the training set and report their performances on the test set in Table 2.
We also compare our baseline to the reported performance (R EPORT) for Support vs. Non-support
classification in (Stab and Gurevych, 2014b). The
learning algorithm with parameters are kept the
same as in the window-size tuning experiment.
Given the skewed class distribution of this data,
Accuracy and F1 of Non-support (the major class)
are less important than Kappa, F1, and F1 of Support (the minor class). To conduct T-tests for performance significance, we split the test data into
subsets by essays’ ID, and record prediction performance for individual essays.
We first notice that the performances of our
baseline model are better than (or equal to) R E PORTED , except the Macro Recall. We reason that
these performance disparities may be due to the
differences in feature extractions between our implementation and Stab and Gurevych’s, and also
due to the minor set of new features (e.g., new
predicted labels, expanded marker set, component
position) that we added in our baseline.
Comparing proposed models with BASELINE,
we see that W INDOW, C OMBINED, and F ULL
models outperform BASELINE in important metrics: Kappa, F1, Recall, but T OPIC yields worse
performances than BASELINE. However, the fact
that C OMBINED outperforms BASELINE, especially with significantly higher Kappa, F1, Recall,
and F1:Support, has shown the value of Topiccontext features. While Topic-context features
alone are not effective, they help improve W IN DOW model which supports our hypothesis that
Topic-context and Window-context features are
complementary aspects of context, and they together obtain better performance.
Comparing our proposed T OPIC , W INDOW,
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Accuracy
Kappa
Macro F1
Macro Precision
Macro Recall
F1:Support
F1:Attack

BASELINE
0.885
0.245
0.618
0.680
0.595
0.937
0.300

T OPIC
0.886
0.305*
0.651*
0.692
0.628*
0.937
0.365*

W INDOW
0.872
0.306*
0.652*
0.663
0.644*
0.928*
0.376*

C OMBINED
0.885
0.342*
0.670*
0.697
0.652*
0.936
0.404*

F ULL
0.887
0.274*
0.634*
0.693
0.609*
0.938
0.330*

Table 3: 5×10-fold cross validation performance of Support vs. Attack classification. * indicates significantly different from the baseline (p < 0.01).
C OMBINED models with each other shows that
C OMBINED obtains the best performance while
T OPIC performs the worst, which reveals that
Topic-context feature set is less effective than
Window-context set. While F ULL model achieves
the best Accuracy, Precision, and F1:Non-support,
it has lower performance than C OMBINED model
in important metrics: Kappa, F1, F1:Support. We
reason that the noise caused by word pairs and
production rules even dominate the effectiveness
of Topic-context and Window-context features,
which degrades the overall performance.
Overall, by combining T OPIC and W INDOW
models, we obtain the best performance. Most
notably, we obtain the highest improvement in
F1:Support, and have the best balance between
Precision and Recall values among all models.
These reveal that our contextual features not only
dominate generic features like word pairs and production rules, but also are effective to predict minor positive class (i.e., Support).
6.2

Task 2: Support vs. Attack

To evaluate the robustness of our proposed models, we conduct an argumentative relation classification experiment that classifies a relation as Support or Attack. Because this task was not studied in (Stab and Gurevych, 2014b) and the training/test split for Support vs. Not task is not applicable here, we conduct 5×10-fold cross validation. We do not optimize the window-size parameter of the W INDOW model, and use the value 3 as
set up before. Average prediction performance of
all models are reported in Table 3.
Comparing our proposed models with the baseline shows that all of our proposed models significantly outperform the baseline in important
metrics: Kappa, F1, F1:Attack. More notably
than in the Support vs. Non-support classifica-

tion, all of our proposed models predict the minor
class (Attack) significantly more effectively than
the baseline. The baseline achieves significantly
higher F1:Support than W INDOW model. However, F1:Support of the baseline is in a tie with
T OPIC, C OMBINED, and F ULL.
Comparing our proposed models, we see that
T OPIC and W INDOW models reveal different behaviors. T OPIC model has significantly higher
Precision and F1:Support, and significantly lower
Recall and F1:Attack than W INDOW. Moreover,
W INDOW model has slightly higher Kappa, F1,
but significantly lower Accuracy. These comparisons indicate that Topic-context and Windowcontext features are equally effective but impact
differently to the prediction. The different nature
between these two feature sets is clearer than in
the prior experiment, as now the classification involves classes that are more semantically different, i.e., Support vs. Attack. We recall that T OPIC
model performs worse than W INDOW model in
Support vs. Non-support task.
Our F ULL model performs significantly worse
than all of T OPIC, W INDOW, and C OMBINED in
Kappa, F1, Recall, and F1:Attack. Along with results from Support vs. Non-support task, this further suggests that word pairs and production rules
are less effective and cannot be combined well
with our contextual features.
Despite the fact that the Support vs. Attack task
(Task 2) has smaller and more imbalanced data
than the Support vs. Non-support (Task 1), our
proposed contextual features seem to add even
more value in Task 2 compared to Task 1. Using Kappa to roughly compare prediction performance across the two tasks, we observe a greater
performance improvement from Baseline to Combined model in Task 2 than in Task 1. This is an
evidence that our proposed context-aware features
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work well even in a more imbalanced with smaller
data classification task. The lower performance
values of all models in Support vs. Attack than
in Support vs. Non-support indirectly suggest that
Support vs. Attack classification is a more difficult
task. We hypothesize that the difference between
support and attack exposes a deeper semantic relation than that between support and no-relation.
We plan to extract textual text similarity and textual entailment features (Cabrio and Villata, 2012;
Boltužić and Šnajder, 2014) to investigate this hypothesis in our future work.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented context-aware
argumentative relation mining that makes use of
contextual features by exploiting information from
topic context and context sentences. We have
explored different ways to incorporate our proposed features with baseline features used in a
prior study, and obtained insightful results about
feature effectiveness. Experimental results show
that Topic-context and Window-context features
are both effective but impact predictive performance measures differently. In addition, predicting an argumentative relation will benefit most
from combining these two set of features as they
capture complementary aspects of context to better characterize the argumentation in justification.
The results obtained in this preliminary study
are promising and encourage us to explore more
directions to enable contextual features. Our next
step will investigate uses of topic segmentation
to identify context sentences and compare this
linguistically-motivated approach to our current
window-size heuristic. We plan to follow prior
research on graph optimization to refine the argumentation structure and improve argumentative relation prediction. Also, we will apply our contextaware argumentative relation mining to different
argument mining corpora to further evaluate its
generality.
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